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It might seem a bit of a jump – talking about 
“fracking” and food production in the same 
article. However, when we look at what's 
planned for the next phase of intensive 
agricultural development, what we find is the 
same economic and political theories at the 
root of the measures proposed.

As we approach the ecological limits to 
growth, and the measures to maintain 
“business as usual” become even more 
extreme, the latest technofix “solutions” to our
needs have as much to do with denying the 
existence of those limits, as they are intended
to provide more food or energy.

The problem with the debate over fracking is 
that it has become highly insular. It focusses 
on drilling, or pollution; and fails to make the 
wider connection to the issues of lifestyle and 
resources which – arguably – represent the 
deeper motivation behind the political support 
for extreme energy sources.

The same is true of the current debate over 
farming. We argue about one form of 
agriculture or another, or different consumer 
products; but without reference to the wider 
patterns of lifestyle which predetermine the 
form of that discussion.

In contrasting fracking and food, I hope to 
highlight – through the commonality in 
underlying causal factors – the wider analysis 
which we need to bring to the ecological 
debate.

“Fracking” is a label that's become associated with
highly polluting sources of oil and gas. Too often 
what this debate misses are the deeper political and 
economic imperatives behind these processes. Con-
ventional sources of oil and gas are hitting geophysi-
cal and geopolitical bottlenecks which limit 
production[1]. That in turn raises energy prices, which
has a deleterious effect on economic growth[2].

As a result energy companies are going to greater
extremes to produce oil and gas, using options 
which would never have been viable ten or fifteen 
years ago. It's not simply because of some new, 
miraculous drilling technology. It's because the eco-
nomics of limited oil and gas availability make these 
new “  extreme”   extraction methods[3] – irrespective of
their higher carbon and pollution footprints – an ac-
ceptable option to maintain production levels.

So it is with new agricultural technologies. 
Changes in agricultural practice over the next 
decade or so have the potential to radically change 
the global environment[4]. This is being done in the 
name of “feeding a growing global population”[5]; but 
in reality it is all about the politics and economics of 
agribusiness. And – as with fracking and the climate 
– the diminishing returns of this new agenda will 
drastically change the ecological footprint[6] of 
agriculture[7].

Let's begin with meat production[8]. The price of 
meat is rising[9] – due to a greater demand for meat, 
and as the costs of the inputs to meat production 
rise. Those costs are rising because the prices of ce-
reals and soya, increasingly consumed in meat pro-
duction, have risen along with oil prices. Does that 
mean there is an incentive to de-intensify meat 
production[10] – no, it's the exact opposite.

Where America has led in the last two decades[11],
Asia, Europe, and in particular the UK now follow. 
For example, in October 2013 the Welsh Govern-
ment gave the go-ahead, against the decision of a 
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planning inspector, for a 1,000 head dairy farm at 
Lower Leighton[12], near Welshpool. So called “super
farms”[13] benefit large agricultural interests– which 
why they are supported by the agribusiness 
industry[14] – and make life harder for smaller, less 
intensive farmers[15]. According to the Welsh Minister
for Housing and Regeneration, the “social and 
environmental implications were outweighed by 
economic benefits”[16]. That decision has now been 
called-in for a judicial review brought by the World 
Society for the Protection of Animals[17] – the group 
whose previous challenge helped halt a 8,100 cow 
dairy in Lincolnshire in 2011[18].

What does the intensification of animal units en-
tail? Holding more animals in a smaller space in-
creases the economies of scale for the farmer – 
meaning that a greater return can be made from a 
the same   amount of land and/or buildings[19]. That is 
the economic attraction. However, more animals in a
fixed space means the point source of pollution 
generated i  s greater[20] – creating difficulties in dis-
posing of the waste and handling the odour and 
effluent   run-off[21]. The animals cannot be easily 
grazed, so greater inputs of compounded food are 
required to supplement the animals' diet, or silage 
and fodder crops have to be produced mechanically 
and transported greater distances. Holding more ani-
mals in a small space also increases the likelihood of
cross infections between them – not just of 
pathogens which are bad for them, but also 
pathogens which might be relatively harmless to the 
animal but highly damaging to us[22].

Put simply, to improve the economic returns, both 
high-density animal units and extreme energy 
projects: intensify inputs, which necessitates a 
greater energy expenditure for the return; increase 
point sources of pollution above the capacity of the 
local environment to buffer it; and thus create other 
environmental problems compared to if the site had 
operated within the capacity of the local environ-
ment. That's because, if we let nature handle the ex-
ternalities sustainably, we do not have to expend re-
sources in order to deal with them.

The additional expenditure to produce the oil or 
gas, or food, is at the expense of lowering the overall
return on the resources invested. This concept, 
Energy Return on Energy Invested[23], is at the heart 
of the increasing unsustainability of the human sys-
tem; and from gadgets[24] to gastronomy[25], we see 
this same trend occurring across many different in-
dustries as they try and fight the limits to their contin-
ued growth.

Next, what about genetic modification? The devel-
opment of “Round-up ready” crops has allowed farm-
ers to eliminate all competing weeds by spraying 
crops with herbicides which the plants themselves 
are immune to. The problem is that nature isn't 
stupid, and readily adapts to such changes in 
ecological diversity[26]. In the regions where GM 

crops are widely used the weeds are becoming re-
sistant to the herbicide. So, does the industry adapt 
cultivation practices to manage weeds? – no, it's 
shifting to even more toxic compounds to kill the 
weeds.

More studies are finding that Round-up   is toxic[27] 
– not simply the active ingredient glyphosate[28], it's 
all the other chemicals which are packed with the 
product to enable its use[29]. And research suggests 
that these toxins build-up in the crop[30]. To combat 
superweeds both Monsanto and Dow are re-engi-
neering their corn and soya crops, and what they 
propose to replace Round-up with is even more toxic
– 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid[31], or “2,4-D”[32]. 
Due to its long history of use there's a lot of informa-
tion about 2,4-D, but it's impacts on the environment,
especially soil bacteria and fungi, are still not fully 
understood[33].

Another example of the ideas which fail to grasp 
the restrictions of ecological limits are the recent pro-
posals for “vertical greenhouses”[34] – city centre 
tower blocks which are constructed as multi-story 
greenhouses[35]. There are two basic issues here:

Firstly, cost. The cost of land in the city centre 
compared to rural horticultural land can be twenty or 
forty times more. Meaning that to have parity on land
values you need a twenty or forty floor tower block to
have an equal land value. Even then, there is a far 
higher infrastructure cost due to the additional engi-
neering it takes to build a structure of that size. Of 
course, you could have 'mixed use' developments – 
taking a standard tower block and having just one or 
two floors as greenhouses. The difficulty there is that
the earnings from commercial or residential letting 
are still likely to provide a more lucrative return   for 
the floor space   than g  row  ing food[36].

Secondly, and arguably more importantly, chances
are that the “energy return” figures will be far less 
favourable for a multi-story greenhouse compared to
a rural one. Water, workers and materials have to be 
hauled up the building – most likely lifted/pumped 
using electricity. Waste has to have space to be 
composted. And all those climate control and ventila-
tion systems demand yet more power. All this does is
add more complexity to the food system rather than 
making it more streamlined and resource efficient[37].

Underlying many of the proposed “solutions” to 
our present ecological difficulties – such as vertical 
farming, or fracking – is a basic misunderstanding 
about the thermodynamics of life. In the 19th Century,
the physicist Ludwig Boltzmann[38] looked at the 
properties of matter, and realised that a simple defi-
nition of life – irrespective of its form – must be that it
constituted an assemblage of molecules which de-
fied the expected pattern under the Second Law of 
Thermodynamics[39]. Life concentrates energy 
against the background trend of entropy, organising 
inert molecules into a non-inert structure. This idea 
was later followed-up by Erwin Schrödinger[40], who 
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coined the term “negative entropy”[41] to describe 
how life functions within thermodynamic principles.

Cities are assemblages of energy and resources 
which stand against thermodynamic entropy – and 
they can only exist because of the large and consis-
tent supplies of energy which supply their operation. 
Take that supply away, and their emergent complex 
patterns[42] begin to fail – falling back towards their 
natural entropic ground state. At present it is not only
the scale of our future energy resources which is in 
doubt. Their high reliability is also in doubt as society
struggles to reconcile the effects of scarce and ex-
pensive energy on economic growth, which limits in-
frastructure investment. This isn't an abstract issue; 
it's already a reality in the near future due to current 
uncertaint  ies   about future investment[43].

Therefore, in a age of tightening ecological limits, 
we have to question the current form and structure of
cities, and urban areas in general – focussing on 
how we meet the needs of people[44], rather than re-
quiring predetermined expectations to be met re-
garding social or economic organisation. As 
“resource islands”[45], cities demand a concentration 
of resources and energy which might not be possible
in the future. They are in a highly tenuous position if 
those supply chains fail[46]. Unless the community 
moves to a location where it is possible to find en-
ergy via other mechanisms (e.g. tidal or hydro 
power), they have no future in their current form.

There is a belief that cities are somehow “innately 
green” because of their density   of   resource   use[47]. 
What this concept entails is that cities are the most 
efficient mode if – and the proviso here is this self-
referential “if” – you compare someone living an af-
fluent lifestyle in an urban versus a rural location. 
Living a simple, non-consumer lifestyle is not an op-
tion under this assessment; even though it is the 
high-resource lifestyle which is in doubt due to eco-
logical limits, irrespective of where it takes place.

Arguably neither fracking, nor intensive agricul-
tural production can sustain that lifestyle. Limits on 
essential energy and technology minerals, and their 
importance to the economic processes which sup-
port urbanism, make the affluent lifestyle[48] unsus-
tainable – not just limits to gas or food supplies. 

It's this failure to consider all environmental limits, 
and focus on a single variable of sustainability – cli-
mate change – which is driving the environment 
movement in to questionable campaigns. Climate 
change is important, but soon we'll run out certain 
minerals essential to our technological society[49]. 
For example, hafnium, neodymium, indium or gal-
lium – which are instrumental to creating “green” en-
ergy devices, such as wind turbines or solar photo-
voltaic panels, which alternative “green” models of 
urban living (including vertical farming) rely upon.

In his recent book, A Rough Ride to the Future[50], 
James Lovelock proposes a kind of ecological 
“Pascal's Wager”[51]. He contrasts our future choices 

as (to paraphrase): a life of hard work living in rural 
areas supporting yourself; or a more comfortable life-
style living in a purpose designed ecocity[52]. And, as
he points out, even if climate change doesn't happen
this is a good idea to carry out in any case, because 
it would make society more efficient.

Of course, like Pascal's Wager, this is a logical 
fallacy[53]. Due to his one-dimensional focus on cli-
mate, he ignores other ecological limits which pre-
vent such a transformation. It's not just that the eco-
nomics are difficult. Like those super farms, any city, 
because it concentrates human demands for water, 
food, energy and resources into a small space, can-
not supply itself from it's geographical footprint.

Yes, you can recycle, or have green energy tech-
nologies, but that also requires energy and rare min-
eral resources. Thermodynamics dictates that recy-
cling can never be 100% efficient, and it will always 
need a proportionately greater energy supply the 
more efficient that process becomes. Thus even a 
compact ecocity still exists out of balance with the 
ecological limits of the local environment.

Lovelock's argument is an appeal to the “comforts”
of present lifestyles – rather than a rational assess-
ment of what is necessary within a world constrained
by ecological limits[54]. If a low impact existence re-
quires more work, it is precisely because that labour 
is not being supplied by virtual “energy slaves”[55], as
it is in the city. But the inherent efficiency of living 
simply under your own shared energies, rather than 
relying on external resources to supply those needs, 
is what differentiates the sustainability[56] of the low 
impact rural versus the compact city mode of living.

You can maintain fallacies about the efficiency of 
cities when the only issue you consider is climate 
change. That is also the political attraction of the cli-
mate issue over the broader “limits to growth” argu-
ment. Once you accept that ecological limits are mul-
tivariate, and dynamic, then you can appreciate the 
complexity of our predicament[57]. But then status 
quo preserving solutions are no longer tenable.

The reality is that, in terms of the human system, 
we're reaching the limits of the Earth's biosphere – 
as predicted by the “limits to growth” report of the 
1970s, reconfirmed by recent research[58]. And as 
we push those ecological limits, we have to use 
more resources to achieve less. In the end, as in the 
economic theory of “diminishing returns”, trying to 
grow further results in a far worse outcome.

The best agricultural example of this is cereals 
production. Back in 1968, Paul R. Ehrlich predicted a
crash in the human system in his book, The 
Population Bomb[59]. It didn't materialise. What hap-
pened instead was the “Green Revolution”[60]. New 
crops were introduced, but more importantly the 
amounts of artificial fertiliser and fossil fuel energy 
inputs to agriculture radically changed. The extra 
production averted human ecocatastrophe, at the 
cost of a catastrophe for rest of the natural world[61].
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The graph above is compiled from the UN Food 
and Agriculture Organisation's statistical database – 
FAOSTAT[62]. It shows the annual global per-capita 
production of the two main food staples, rice and 
wheat. You can see how from the mid-1970s global 
production suddenly jumped. In part, that's why the 
price of commodities fell over this period. Greater 
mechanisation, better transport, processing technol-
ogy and increased productivity also had a role. That 
also drove up the energy demands, especially oil 
and gas, of agriculture. But what's less well known is
that density of micronutrients[63] in many food crops, 
essential to the maintenance of our health, has 
diminished as a result of increased yields[64]. Current
health issues are not simply due to a worse diet of 
processed foods – the quality of intensively 
produced   crops   has fallen too[65]. Again, this has par-
allels with extreme energy sources – where often the
products produced are of a lower quality, or have a 
lower energy density, than the conventional fuels 
used over the past century.

Now we're in a different era. As population growth 
catches up, in part fuelled by this new supply of food,
the gains of those twenty years have 
disappear  ed[66]. As a result food prices are rising 
once more[67]. It's not just that the 'diminishing re-
turns' of the Green Revolution have taken hold[68]. 
The intensification of agriculture – with all that mech-
anised equipment and artificial inputs[69] – has be-
gun to degrade the land which, along with climate 
change, is lowering yields[70].

And the idea that genetic engineering will feed the 
world? – that's a marketing myth. Increasing the 
yield of crops requires changes to complex networks
of multiple genes, which is beyond our technical 
capability[71]. To date, most genetic engineering has 
been centred on small changes, to simple gene se-
quences, in order to confer an economic monopoly 
over the exploitation of the new crop[72].

More importantly, the Green Revolution required a
large increase in artificial inputs and oil-fuelled ma-
chines. We're now at the peak of oil production, 

which is why oil prices stubbornly refuse to fall[73]. 
But perhaps the greater difficulty is the supply of 
phosphorus[74]. Unlike nitrogen, which, providing you
have the energy to do so, can be pulled from the air; 
phosphorus must be mined from phosphate rock de-
posits – and those deposits are running out[75]. With-
out sufficient phosphorus, even if we have the oil for 
the machines, we can't maintain current levels of 
production using intensive methods.

There are solutions to our ecological woes – 
based first and foremost on the security and sustain-
ability of our food. You can have all the wind turbines
and eco-products that you desire; but without a sus-
tainable food system, all those “green gadgets” 
make very little difference to a sustainable lifestyle. 
It's not just that food is essential. When we look at 
the lifestyle of people in the developed world, food is
the biggest part of their ecological footprint[76].

Perhaps one of the most comprehensive studies 
to date was the International Assessment of 
Agricultural Knowledge, Science and Technology for 
Development[77]. What this report said was that 
addressing poverty[78], development[79], food 
supply[80] and quality of life[81] are all inextricably 
linked. That means the solutions are not about 
economic growth[82], or genetic engineering[83], or 
chemical inputs[84] – it's all about people, and people
finding their own local solutions to the related issues 
of food, lifestyles and the environment[85].

We know what the solutions are! They're out 
there, being practised today[86], but only in small and
obscure parts of the economy. The reasons they are 
not being adopted globally is not technical, or scien-
tific. It's because they do not suit the purposes of a 
small group of people for whom economics has be-
come a secular religion – and to whom the abstract 
values of wealth and power mean more than life[87].

Extreme energy and “fracking” is an ecologically 
heinous act; but the philosophy which underpins its 
adoption is the same as that which is driving agricul-
ture towards an ecological precipice too. Imminent 
changes in agricultural practices – from self-driving 
robotic tractors to technologically controlled multi-
story urban greenhouses – will have as bad if not 
worse impact upon the global environment as those 
extreme energy technologies. And to change that 
outcome we have to have a movement for change. 
Not to blockade the fields or the laboratories – we 
have to stop the ecocidal[88] economic fundamental-
ists whose abstract theories are forcing the planet 
into ecological collapse.

What that involves the “politics of your mouth”. Not
just the stuff that you put into it. What's even more 
important are the words that come out of it – and 
how you direct them to the politicians who believe 
economics can solve everything, and who deny that 
there are physical limits to anything. Our future relies
upon us each accepting, and adapting to the ecologi-
cal limits which are already shaping our lives today.
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	'Fracking' our food and farming system: “Extreme agriculture” and the politics of denial
	ecolonomics journal no.14, Paul Mobbs, Mobbs' Environmental Investigations, 18th April 2014
	It might seem a bit of a jump – talking about “fracking” and food production in the same article. However, when we look at what's planned for the next phase of intensive agricultural development, what we find is the same economic and political theories at the root of the measures proposed.
	As we approach the ecological limits to growth, and the measures to maintain “business as usual” become even more extreme, the latest technofix “solutions” to our needs have as much to do with denying the existence of those limits, as they are intended to provide more food or energy.
	The problem with the debate over fracking is that it has become highly insular. It focusses on drilling, or pollution; and fails to make the wider connection to the issues of lifestyle and resources which – arguably – represent the deeper motivation behind the political support for extreme energy sources.
	The same is true of the current debate over farming. We argue about one form of agriculture or another, or different consumer products; but without reference to the wider patterns of lifestyle which predetermine the form of that discussion.
	In contrasting fracking and food, I hope to highlight – through the commonality in underlying causal factors – the wider analysis which we need to bring to the ecological debate.


